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Abstract. In this paper, we propose three new approaches to detect and
prevent SQL Injection Attacks (SQLIA), as an alternative to the existing
solutions. These techniques are (i) Query Rewriting-based approach, (ii)
Encoding-based approach, and (iii) Assertion-based approach. We discus
in details the benefits and shortcomings of the proposals w.r.t the literature.
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1 Introduction

SQL injection is an attack in which malicious SQL code is inserted or appended
into database application through user input parameters that are later passed to
a back-end SQL server for parsing and execution [11]. The growing popularity
and intense use of database-driven web applications in today’s web-enabled
society make them ideal target of SQL Injection Attacks (SQLIA). The number
of SQLIA has increased rapidly in recent years, and it has become a predominant
type of attacks. Consider the following PHP script from [4]:

\\ Connect to the database
$conn = mysql connect("localhost", "username", "password");

\\ Dynamically building sql statement with user input
$query="SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Price<‘$ GET["val"]’".

"ORDER BY ProductDescription";

\\ Executing the query against the database
$result = mysql query($query);

The URL “http://www.victim.com/products.php?val=100” is used to view
all products with cost less than $100. However, on providing malicious input
100’ OR ‘1’= ‘1 and the corresponding URL http://www.victim.com/products
.php?val= ‘100’ OR ‘1’=‘1’, the dynamically created SQL statement “SELECT *
FROM Products WHERE Price < ‘100’ OR ‘1’= ‘1’ ORDER BY ProductDesc-
ription” extracts all product information as the WHERE clause evaluates to true
always.

In addition to the above tautology-based SQL injection attacks, there exist
various other forms of attacks with various attacker intents. For instance, Union
Query, Piggy-Backed Query, Stored Procedures, etc. [11].
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The primary reason behind SQL injection is the direct insertion of code into
parameters that are finally concatenated with SQL commands and executed.
When Web applications fail to properly sanitize the inputs, it is possible for an
attacker to alter the construction of back-end SQL statements, which may lead
to a catastrophe. Web applications along with databases, therefore, require not
only careful configuration and programming to ensure data security but also
need an effective and efficient protection technique to prevent SQL injection
attacks.

A wide range of prevention and detection techniques are proposed to ad-
dress the SQL injection problems [11], [4]. According to the best of our knowl-
edge, no existing approach can guarantee a complete safety. For example, many
proposed approaches, like AMNESIA – a model-based technique [9], Taint-
based technique [17], Intrusion Detection System [22], etc. have large number
of false positive alarm. The Static Code Checker [7] is used to prevent tautology
based attack only. The approach of Instruction Set Randomization [2] is unable
to prevent many types of SQLIA like Illegal/Logically Incorrect Query, Stored
Procedures, Alternate Encodings etc. It is extremely difficult to apply defensive
coding practices [14] for all the sources of inputs because it results high rate of
false positive (e.g. in case of input O’Brian).

In this paper, we propose three new directions to detect and prevent SQLIA,
as an alternative solutions. These are (i) Query Rewriting-based approach, (ii)
Encoding-based approach, and (iii) Assertion-based approach.

The main objective of first approach is to mitigate the effect of concatenation
operation during query generation. The objective of the second approach is to
mitigate the mal-effect of bad input on query semantics. The assertion-based
technique is a state verification technique which can be performed either at
application level or at database level. We provide a comparative study among
our proposed approaches based on security guaranty, usability and applicative
point of view.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses related works in
the literature. Section 3 describes and formalizes the problem. We introduce our
proposed approaches in section 4. Section 5 represents the comparative study
and complexity analysis. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

In [10], authors proposed a model-based technique to prevent SQLIA that com-
bines both static and dynamic analysis. In static phase, the approach builds
character-level Non-Deterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) model for each
hotspot. All dynamically generated queries, during runtime, are checked against
the corresponding model and violation of the models is reported as SQLIA.
However, the success of this approach is dependent on the accuracy of its
static model, and may results both false positives and false negatives. Other ap-
proaches on static models considering grammars and parse-trees are proposed
in [21, 3].
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Defensive Coding Practice [14] is a way to prevent the SQL injection vulner-
abilities. But it is extremely difficult to apply for all sources of input, because
in many applications SQL-keywords, operators can be used to express normal
text entry, formulas or even names (e.g. O’Brian).

In [2], authors proposed Instruction Set Randomization approach and in-
troduce the SQLrand tool. It provides a framework that allows developers to
create queries using randomized instructions instead of normal SQL keywords.
The attacker is not aware about that randomize instruction. Thus if any mali-
cious user attempting to SQL injection attack would immediately be thwarted.
However, it con not cover all types of SQLIA. It is unable to detect or prevent
the many types of SQLIA like Illegal/Logically Incorrect Query, Stored Proce-
dures, Alternate Encodings etc. and also it imposes a significant infrastructure
overhead.

In [8], authors introduced an obfuscation-based approach to detect the pres-
ence of possible SQLIA. Obfuscation removes the need of concatenations op-
eration and treats the atomic formulas in the condition part of the queries as
independent from each other, whereas the dynamic phase, after merging the
user inputs in the obfuscated atomic formulas, verifies the the presence of pos-
sible SQLIA.

CANDID [1] is a code transformation-based approach which aims to con-
struct programmer-intended query structure. In order to construct the intended
query, the approach runs an application on a set of candidate inputs that are
self-evidently non-attacking. However, false positive is the prime limitation of
this approach.

In [18], authors proposed an idea to identify various types of SQLIA and to
mitigate such attacks by redefining code-injection attacks on outputs (CIAOs).
Precisely, detecting CIAOs basically follows the dynamic white-box mecha-
nisms which are based on dynamic taint analysis. The primary limitation is
that determining whether an application is vulnerable to CIAOs requires the
knowledge about which input symbols are propagating to the output program.

DIGLOSSIA [20] is a run time tool which performs a dual parsing to compare
the shadow query (which must not be tainted by user inputs) with the actual
application generated query, and ensures that the query issued by the applica-
tion program does not contain injected code. However, this does not consider
all sources of inputs (e.g. it does not permit any input to be used as a part of the
code in the query).

Another two techniques SQL DOM [16] and Safe Query Object [6] are used
for encapsulation of database queries to provide a safe and reliable way to access
databases. The main limitation of this technique is that they require developers
to learn and use a new programming paradigm or query-development process.

Several automated or semi-automated tools for detection and prevention
of SQLIA are already developed. For instance, AMNESIA [9], SQLCheck [21],
SQLGuaed [3], SQLrand [2], WebSSARI [12], JDBC-Checker [7], etc.
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3 Problem Description

The characteristics of dynamic web applications are:

– They receive inputs as strings during run-time.
– They build SQL query strings by performing concatenation operation be-

tween SQL constructs and input strings.
– Bad input, after concatenation, may be treated as a part of SQL control

constructs, leading to SQL Injection Attacks.

Formally, this can be defined as follows [21]: Let Σ be an alphabet. A web
application P: (Σ∗ × Σ∗ × · · · × Σ∗)→ ℘(Σ∗) is defined as a mapping from a set of
user inputs over an alphabet Σ to a set of query strings of Σ. Given a set of SQL
sub-strings { s1, s2, . . . sn } and a set of input strings { i1, i2, . . . im }, P generates a
query string (using concatenation operation) Q = q1 + q2 + . . . + ql, where for 1
6 j 6 l:

q j =

i where i ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , im}
s where s ∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sn}

Given a query string Q, it can be divided into two parts: data-part and control-
part. Let us denote Q = 〈{d1, d2, . . . , dp}, {c1, c2, . . . , cq}〉 where {d1, d2, . . . , dp} is
the set of data-parts and {c1, c2, . . . , cq} is the set of control-parts. SQL Injection
attack occurs iff {c1, c2, . . . , cp} ∩ {i1, i2, . . . , im} , φ; that is, when any input string
is treated as SQL control construct in Q.

4 Proposed Approaches

In this section, we propose three possible solutions as an alternative to the
existing ones.

4.1 Query Rewriting Approach

In database-enabled web-applications, SQL Queries are, in general, constructed
by concatenating input strings directly from the users. This helps attackers to
somehow manage and modify the query structures by providing malicious SQL
keywords in the input strings. In order to mitigate the use of concatenation op-
eration, we propose a query-rewriting approach which transforms the insecure
web application into semantically secure version. The proposed approach has
following two main phases:

– Static Phase
• Insert user inputs into a database table, called “Input” table.
• Replace the concatenation operation of user inputs with other SQL con-

structs by an equivalent SELECT query which selects inputs from the
table “Input”.

– Dynamic phase
• Parse the INSERT statement after merging inputs to check the correctness

of syntax.
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Static Phase:

In this phase, all the inputs of the web-application are inserted into a database
table, called “Input” table, using INSERT statement. The objective is to mitigate
the bad effect of input data by treating them as a part of the database and
to remove the necessity of concatenation operation by using them during the
query formation later on.

The generic structure of the “Input” table is as follows: Let the web appli-
cation P involves n queries { Qi | i = 1, . . . n }. Suppose each query Qi accepts m
user inputs SQi

I = { Ii j | j = 1, . . . m }. The structure of “Input” table is

INPUT(QID integer, IID integer, u input varchar)

where QID, IID represent program point i and input id j, which together
uniquely identify j-th input Ii j in i-th query Qi – hence forms primary key.

Static Analyzer. Let li: Qi ({Ii j | j = 1, . . . ,m}) denotes that query Qi is formed
using concatenation operation with user inputs {Ii j | j = 1, . . . ,m} at program
point li. The analyzer scans the web application and performs the following
operations:

1. Identify li: Qi (〈Ii j | j = 1, . . . ,m〉) for i=1, . . . n.

2. Before each li, add an INSERT statement which inserts all inputs { Ii j | j = 1,
. . . m }. For example, consider the following query:

“SELECT eid FROM emp WHERE login=’ ” +slogin+ “’ AND pass=’ ” +spass+ “’ ”

The analyzer adds two INSERT statements before the query, assuming it
is at program point 1 as follows:

“INSERT INTO INPUT(GID, IID, u input) VALUES (’1’, ’1’, ’ ” +slogin+ “ ’ )”

“INSERT INTO INPUT(GID, IID, u input) VALUES (’1’, ’2’, ’ ” +spass+ “ ’)”

“SELECT eid FROM emp WHERE login=’ ” +slogin+ “’ AND pass=’” +spass+ “’”

3. Convert the query Qi by semantically equivalent version where each con-
catenation operation and input variables are replaced by corresponding
SELECT query accessing the same values from the “Input” table.
For example, the query mentioned just before is transformed as:

“INSERT INTO INPUT(GID, IID, u input) VALUES (’1’, ’1’, ’ ” +slogin+ “ ’ )”

“INSERT INTO INPUT(GID, IID, u input) VALUES (’1’, ’2’, ’ ” +spass+ “ ’)”

SELECT eid FROM emp WHERE login = (SELECT u input FROM INPUT WHERE QID = 1 AND

IID = 1) AND pass = (SELECT u input FROM INPUT WHERE QID = 1 AND IID = 2)
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Observe that, a basic filtering is applied on inputs to filter the presence of any
meta-character which is treated as control-character of INSERT statement. For
instance, ’ is replace by ”.

Dynamic phase:

In the modified version of web application, it is observed that only INSERT
statement is vulnerable to SQLIA. Attacker may try to change the behaviour of
INSERT statement through malicious inputs. A Dynamic Analyzer will check the
correctness of the syntax of INSERT statement after merging inputs and before
issuing to the database. For this purpose we define the following grammar for
INSERT statement:

Ins stmt ::= INSERT INTO E S
E ::= Identifier
S ::= ( attr X val )
X ::= , attr X val , | ) VALUES (

attr ::= Identifier
val ::= ’ id ’
id ::= (string | number | com |meta)∗ | null

Identifier ::= letter(letter | digit)∗

com ::= = | > | < | > | 6 | ! =
meta ::= ‘ | ’ | – | ;

Observe that, these production rules check the number of inputs with the num-
ber of attributes in the INSERT statement. We can also add a mechanism for type
checking, in addition.

Illustration with Example.

Let us consider the database and web application depicted in Figure 1(a) and
1(b) respectively.

Static phase: As discussed, the static analyzer adds INSERT statement aiming at
inserting all inputs into the “Input” table and replaces the input strings along
with the concatenation operation by equivalent SELECT queries accessing data
from “Input” table. The result is shown in Figure 1(c).

Dynamic phase: Consider the code in Figure 1(c) and the inputs: user and x’OR
1=1: After merging the inputs, the INSERT statement is

3a. INSERT INTO INPUT (QID, IID, u input) VALUES (’3’, ’1’, ’ user ’ )

3b. INSERT INTO INPUT (QID, IID, u input) VALUES (’3’, ’2’, ’ x’’OR 1=1 ’ )

The dynamic analyzer will check the syntax w.r.t the grammar depicted before.
In this case the INSERT statements parse successfully.
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eid login pass
1 Admin Admin
2 user 1234
3 O’Brian user1234

eid ename B sal GP
1 Raja 1600 350
2 Tapan 800 280
3 Tamal 2600 500

(a) Database (Tables “loginfo” and “salinfo”)

1. start;

2. Stmt = DriverManager.getConnection(” jdbc:mysql://172.16.1.16:1115/
demo”, ”scott”, ”tiger”).createStatement();

3. Resultset rs1 = Stmt.executeQuery(“SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE login = ’ "+ slogin +" ’ AND
pass = ’ ”+ spass +” ’ ” );

4. Resultset rs2 = Stmt.executeQuery(“SELECT ename FROM salinfo WHERE B sal> GP + ’ "+vsal+" ’ ”);

5. Resultset rs3 = Stmt.executeQuery(“SELECT ename FROM salinfo WHERE GP > ’ "+ com +" ’ *
’ ”+ rate +” ’ ”);

6. stop;

(b) Web application

1. start;

2. Stmt = DriverManager.getConnection(” jdbc:mysql://172.16.1.16:1115/
demo”, ”scott”, ”tiger”).createStatement();

3a. String str = “INSERT INTO INPUT ( GID, IID, u input) VALUES (’3’, ’1’, ’ "+slogin+" ’ )”
int i = check(str);

3b. String str1 = “INSERT INTO INPUT ( GID, IID, u input) VALUES (’3’, ’2’, ’ "+spass+" ’ )”
i = check(str1);

3. Resultset rs1 = Stmt.executeQuery(“SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE login= (SELECT u input FROM INPUT
WHERE GID = 1 AND IID = 1) AND pass = (SELECT u input FROM INPUTWHERE GID = 1 AND IID = 2) ”) ;

4a. String str2 = “INSERT INTO INPUT ( GID, IID, u input) VALUES (’4’, ’1’, ’ "+vsal+" ’ )”
i = check(str2);

4. Resultset rs2 = Stmt.executeQuery(“SELECT ename FROM salinfo WHERE B sal> GP + (SELECT u input FROM
INPUTWHERE QID = 2 AND IID = 1)”);

int mul = rate * com ;
5a. String str3 = “INSERT INTO INPUT ( GID, IID, u input) VALUES (’5’, ’1’, ’ "+mul+" ’ )”

i = check(str3);

5. Resultset rs3 = Stmt.executeQuery(“SELECT ename FROM salinfo WHERE GP > (SELECT u input FROM
INPUTWHERE QID = 3 AND IID = 1)”);

6. stop;

(c) Modified web application

QID IID u input
3 1 user
3 2 x’OR1=1
4 1 1’OR1=1
5 1 200

(d) Dynamic phase (Table “INPUT”)

Fig. 1: An example
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Observe that, the execution of inner queries select the inputs from “Input”
table and yield the following:

SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE login = user AND pass = x’OR 1 = 1

As there is no credential (user and x’OR1=1) in the table “loginfo”, the execu-
tion finally results into “NO ROW SELECTED”.

4.2 Encoding-based Approach

As we know any modification of query by attacker-inputs using concatenation
operation is only possible if both the query languages and the input strings use
same alphabet. What if we change the alphabet of input strings different from the
SQL? This mitigates the vulnerable effect of inputs when directly concatenated
to the original SQL statements.

Let U be the alphabet of user inputs which may overlap with the alphabet of
SQL characters. Let Σnew be a new alphabet different from SQL characters. We
define the following function F which encodes any symbol of U into a string of
Σ∗new:

F : U→ Σ∗new

and component-wise distributive property

F(x1x2 . . . xn) = F(x1)F(x2) . . . F(xn)

As a trivial example, let us consider the binary alphabet Σnew = {0, 1}. Given a
string ”abc”, the corresponding binary encoded representation of it in Σnew is
obtained by

F(abc) = F(a) F(b) F(c) = 011000010110001001100011

As an example, Consider the following query:

“SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE login=‘ ′′ +Slogin+“ ’ AND pass=‘ ′′ +Spass+“ ’
′′

Consider the inputs of Slogin and Spass are: ’ OR 1=1 −− and password
respectively. The encoded version of this inputs are:

F(’ OR 1=1 −−) = 010101010101010101010011001010001
F(password) = 100101110101010010100010100101010

Instead of merging the original inputs to the original query, we merged the
encoded representation in the language different from the SQL characters, as
depicted below:

SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE login =‘010101010101010101010011001010001’ AND

pass = ‘010101010101010101010011001010001’

Observe that, the semantics of Q is not changed due to merging of encoded
inputs, leading to a mitigation of the injection attacks. However, the issue is that
WHERE condition produces false positives as values are in a new language.
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Extending encoding-based approach to database applications. We now ex-
tend the encoding-based approach to the case of database applications, and we
discuss the following two major issues:

1. Data storage and string comparison: Consider the table “loginfo” in Figure
1(a). Suppose the administrator wants to login by providing login= Admin
and pass = Admin. Appending inputs in the encoded form results into the
following:

SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE login =‘011000010111010101011011001010001’

AND pass = ‘011000010111010101011011001010001’

where F(Admin)=011000010111010101011011001010001. When string match-
ing operation is performed, as an enhancement, we adopt either of the
followings:
(a) Encoded databases: To enable the matching operation, we store encoded

values of strings in the databases rather than actual strings, and we
decode it to its original form after performing all operations at encoded-
level. The encoded version of the table “loginfo” (in Figure 1(a)) is

login(varbinary) Pass(varbinary)
011000010111010101011011001010001 011000010111010101011011001010001

100100100101010010100101000010 101010101100101011001010101000

Observed that, encoded formed of database may occupy more storage
space than the original one, and may take more time on performing
database operations. Therefore, the technique might be suitable for small
database systems.

(b) Conversion on-the-fly: Storing values into the database in raw binary
format does not seem convincing w.r.t. time and space complexity point
of view, and it can take too much overhead in decoding. As a remedy,
the database data can only be encoded whenever required by the quires
to compare with the encoded inputs. Shown in the following example.

“SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE databaseEncode(login)=‘′′+
applicationEncode(Slogin)+“’AND databaseEncode(pass)=‘′′+applicationEncode(Spass)+“’′′

Observe that the encoding functions databaseEncode and application
Encode are implemented at database layer and application layer respec-
tively.

2. Transformation of traditional string operations into semantically equiva-
lent operations in the new language: We want our encoding function such
that all the string operation in the encoded domain should provide same
results as in the original domain. This can be achieved through homomor-
phism property. Homomorphic encoding allows specific types of computa-
tions on the encoded texts such that the generated result matches with the
result of the same operation on the original text. Observe that, traditional
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substring matching operations may not satisfy homomorphic property in
the proposed encoded domain. Suppose we want to search substring BH in
another string CDE. The encoded form is shown in Figure 2. Note that, this
encoding will result an incorrect matching. To solve this using homomorphic

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0  (CDE) 

            0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1              ( BH ) 
Fig. 2: Incorrect matching of encoded strings

property, we propose the following two possible enhancements:

(a) Delimiter based encoding: We now redefine the encoding function by in-
troducing delimiter at the Boundary. For example,

F(CDE) = 01000011; 01000100; 01000101

In this example, the new alphabet has three symbols 0, 1 and ; . As
these three symbols can not uniquely represented using single bit, the
encoding function represents 0, 1, ; by 00, 11 and 010 respectively, as:

F(CDE) = 001100000000111101000110000001100000100011000000110011

(b) Use pre-defined procedures at database layer: We may also use any of the
pre-defined procedure into database library such as Binary, Hex, etc.
This ensures that matching is done on the byte boundary. For example,

“SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE BINARY(login)=‘′′ +BinEnc(Slogin)+ “’ AND
BINARY(pass) = ‘

′′ +BinEnc(SPass)+ “ ’
′′

or

“SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE HEX(login)=‘′′ +HexEnc(Slogin)+ “’ AND
HEX(pass) = ‘

′′ +HexEnc(SPass)+ “ ’
′′

Where HEX and BINARY functions are predefine in database library. Hex
converts strings into hexadecimal and BINARY convert strings into bi-
nary form. BinEnc and HexEnc are the encoded functions defined at
application level.

Observe that, the homomorphic property can easily be extended in case of
other operations as well, e.g. LIKE, GROUP BY, etc.
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4.3 Assertion-based Approach

Instrumenting programs by adding assertions at critical positions of the pro-
grams is one of the most successful program verification approaches, which has
various application domains e.g. Safety property checking, Proving program
correctness, Automatic test-case generation and fuzzing, Proof carrying code,
Input filter generation, etc. [5].

Program verification has recently received renewed attention from the Soft-
ware Engineering community. One very general reason for this is the continuing
and increasing pressure on industry to deliver software that can be certified as
safe and correct. A more specific reason is that program verification methods
fit very naturally the so-called Design by Contract methodology for software
development, with the advent of program annotation languages like JML [13].

It is common for assertions to be defined as a super-set of boolean expres-
sions, since they may have to refer to the values of expressions in the current
state of the program. If exactly the same syntax is used for assertions and boolean
expressions, it will be easier for ordinary programmers to write specifications.

Assertions that hold before and after execution of a program, preconditions
and postconditions respectively, will allow one to write specifications of pro-
grams or Hoare Triples. The intuitive meaning of a specification {P} C {Q} is that if
the program C is executed in an initial state in which the assertion (precondition)
P is true, then either execution of C does not terminate or, if it does, assertion
Q (a postcondition) will be true in the final state. As example, {a > 3} a = a + 7
{a>10} represents that, for any state satisfying a > 3, the execution of a=a+7 will
end with satisfying a > 10.

We extend the assertion based program verification to detect and prevent
SQLIA. The approach consists of the following phases:

1. Preprocessing the input strings by filtering meta-characters.
2. Identify li: Qi ({Ii j | j = 1, . . . ,m})
3. Insert assertion after each li which checks the correctness of Qi according to

the specification.

Observe that assertion can be implemented either at database level or at applica-
tion level. An application level assertion is illustrated in the following example:
Consider a web application which contains the following:

rs = “SELECT eid FROM loginfo WHERE login=‘′′+Slogin+“’ AND pass=‘′′+Spass+“ ’
′′

As bad inputs may change the semantics of the above query, our approach will
add a piece of code (assertion) in the web application which checks the content
of rs during run-time in order to verify that no SQLIA happens. Below is a
sample application-level assertion checking code:
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int flag = 0 ;
while (rs.next) {

if (!Slogin.equals(rs.getString(1)) | | !Spass.equals(rs.getString(2))) {
flag = 1 ;
break ;

}

}

if (flag == 1)
print (SQL Injection attack);

We may also implement the assertion-based checking at database level. Observe
that, this technique introduces much computational overhead in case of large
database.

5 Discussion And Complexity Analysis

The complexity of Query Rewriting approach mainly depends on (i) Parsing, (ii)
Data Insertion and (iii) Nested query execution on “Input” table. The worst-case
time complexity of LALR parser is linear w.r.t. the number of inputs. Consid-
ering less number of inputs in practice, this approach does not introduce much
overhead at all. The complexity of second approach depends on the encod-
ing domain. The third approach introduces a high-overhead in computational
complexity because of runtime data checking. Overall, query rewriting-based
approach is suitable for web application containing simple queries with few
inputs and few nested forms. The encoded-based technique is suitable for web
application involving few operations on database data. The third approach is
suitable for small database web applications. Below, in table 1, we provide a
comparative analysis of our proposed approaches w.r.t. the existing ones. In the
last column, we denote by n the number of SQL queries in the application.

Technique Auto-
detection

Auto-
prevention

Identification
of all input
sources

False posi-
tive

False neg-
ative

Modify
code base

Time com-
plexity

Java Static Tainting [15]
√

x
√

x
√

x O(n)
Security Gateway [19] x

√
x x x x O(n)

WebSSARI [12]
√

x
√

x x x O(n)
SQLrand [2]

√ √
x

√ √ √
O(n)

SQL DOM [16] N/A
√

N/A x
√ √

O(n)
IDS [22]

√
x

√ √ √
x O(n)

JDBC-Checker [7]
√

x x x x x O(n)
AMNESIA [9]

√ √ √ √ √
x O(2n)

CANDID [1]
√ √ √ √ √

x O(n)
CIAOs [18]

√ √ √
x x x O(n)

DIGLOSSIA [20]
√ √

x
√

x x O(n)
Query Rewriting

√ √ √
x x

√
O(n)

Encoding-based
√ √ √

x x x O(n)
Assertion-based

√ √ √
x x x O(n2)

Table 1: Comparison of proposed techniques w.r.t. existing ones in the literature
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6 Conclusion

This paper proposes three new approaches to detect and prevent SQL Injec-
tion Attacks. The proposals can be treated as an alternative solutions w.r.t. the
existing ones in the literature. This paper also described the advantages and
shortcoming of each proposed technique w.r.t. applicability point of view. We
are now in process of implementing tools based on the proposals.
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